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ABSTRACT
The information in this paper summarizes
historic data on spent fuel shipments in the
United States. The data are updated periodically
to keep abreast of changes. Information oa
shipments is provided for planning purposes; to
support
program
decisions
of the
U. S.
Department of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (CCRUM): and to
inform interested members of the public, federal,
state, and local government. Indian tribes, and
the transportation community.

INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to provide
available historical data on mest commercial and
research reactor spent fuel shipments that have
been completed in the United States between 1964
and 1989. This information includes data on the
sources of spent fuel that has been shipped, the
types of shipping casks used, the number of fuel
assemblies that have been shipped, and the number
of shipments that have been made.
Host of the shipments addressed in this paper
were transported by commercial carriers to and
from privately-owned facilities. Data for these
shipments were contained in n-.any separate sources
and were. in soir.e cases. incomplete. This
document provides a comprehensive compilation
and analysis of available data on the shipment of
spent fuel.
Historical information on the shipment of
spent nuclear fuel can be useful in planning
future shipments. Such information is useful for
(1) anticipating transportation needs. (2)
interacting with the public and public officials,
and (3) conducting shipments. Experience g a i :.•=:!
from over 15 years of ship-.ents can provide a
framework for understanding and resolving
transportation challenges.
The historical
record also provides a basis for lessons learned.

Data Sources
The data contained in vhis paper rely primarily
on two existing data bases: DOE's Shipment
Mobility/Accountability Collection (SKAC) and
the U.S. Department of Transportation's (DOT's)
Radioactive Material Routing Report (RAKET).
The SHAC data base contains information on
unclassified shipments that have been made to and
from DOE facilities. It does not include routing
data. The RAHRT data base contains historical
data (beginning in 1982) on all shipments of
highway route-controlled quantities (HRCQ) of
radioactive materials by truck, but no data en
shipments by rail.
RAHRT was developed to
monitor the use of highway routes by HRCQ
shipments; it contains a record of the actual
highway segments used for the shipments. Data
from RAHRT require interpretation to determine
which shipments involved spent fuel payloads.
Although this data base presents an important
historical record, delays by carriers of up to 6
months in reporting shipments limit RAHRT's
usefulness in addressing current Mpments. The
data presented in this report ha^ >? also been
supplemented by summary reports prepared by the
Nuclear Assurance Corporation, '•* the Office of
Technology Assessment.'the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC) Public Information Circular
for Shipments of Irradiated Reactor Fuel.' and
personal interviews with DOE traffic managers
and commercial cask suppliers who provided much
cf the information on rail shipments of commercial
spent fuel.
History
In 1982. Congress passed the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act (HWPA). establishing a national
policy for deep, geologic disposal of spent fuel
and high-level radioactive waste. The legislation
established the OCRWH within DOE. This office
was charged with developing an integrated system
for transportation, safa storage, and permanent
disposal of the waste. Under this integrated
system, called the Federal Waste Management
System (FWKS). spent fuel will be transported
from nuclear power plants to either :(1) monitored

retrievable storage (HRS) facility for temporary
storage and, possibly, packaging of spent fuel
for repository emplacement: or (2) directly to a
geologic repository for permanent disposal.
While NWPA spent fuel shipments will, take
piece in the future, it is important to note that
spent fuel has been shipped safely in the United
States for years. In recent years, commercial
spent fuel has been shipped primarily because
storage space at many utility reactor sites is
limited and. in some cases, by decisions between
a stale and a utility to move the spent fuel to an
alternate storage site.1 Various research reactors
across the United States have shipped spent fuel
for reprocessing at government-owned plants.
Thus, when fuel is removed from university
research reactors, DOE has been responsible for
disposal or reprocessing of the fuel under its
university assistance program.5
During the past 25 years, approximately 2,600
commercial spent fuel rail and truck shipments
have taken place domestically. These shipments
have been involved in few incidents. There have
been no fatalities, radiation injuries, or damage
to the environment resulting from the transport
of radioactive cargo. When an MRS facility and/
or a permanent high-level waste disposal facility
is available, domestic annual shiprae'-ts of spent
fuel by rail, truck, and barge, or a combination
of these (i.e.. interraodal) are expected to
increase significantly above the levels reported
here.
Transportation of Spent Fuel
Spent fuel is, and has been, shipped in
specially designea casks that are manufactured to
contain and shield the spent fuel during normal
shipment. This type of cask must withstand tests
designed to verify its containment and shielding
of the spent fuel payload even during and
following severe accidents. Tha requirements for
design and operation of spent fuel casks are
found in the regulations of the HRC and the DOT.
These casks are shipped primarily by truck and
train. Truck shipments are further divided
into legal-weight shipments and
so-called
"overweight" truck shipments. The overweight
shipments are specially approved and permitted by
each State traversed because they exceed a gross
vehicle weight of £D.GCO lb . cr do not meet weight
distribution (bridge f srrr.jla) requirements. During
train shipments, spent fuel casks are transported
on heavy-duty flat cars. Trains dedicated to
fuel shipments and general freight trains have
both been'used. Casks designed for carriage by
train are capable of carry i r, g rcre spent fuel
than these designed for carriage by truck.
An estimated 90.000 commercial spent fuel
assemblies (approximately <i0,0C0 metric tons of
spent fuel) will be in reactor-site storage at

require that fuel be shipped to an NWPA storage
facility at that time. The duration of shipments
and their precise number will depend, in part,
upon the mix of rail and truck shipments: cask
design; future spent fuel generation: and
facility development.
"'SPENT FUEL SHIPHEHTS
Although historic information for two categories
of spent nuclear fuel shipped in the contiguous
United States-commercial reactor fuel and research
reactor fuel-is addressed in this paper, the
primary focus of this paper is commercial spent
fuel shipments because they comprise over 99% of
the tcr.nage to be transported.
Host commercial fuel is discharged from
light-water reactors (LWRs)-either boilingwater reactors (HWRs) or pressurised-vater
reactors (PWRs) . In both types of Z-KRs. light
water (as opposed to the heavy deuteriumenriched form of water used in nuclear research)
is used to transfer heat from the fuel. BWRs are
LWRs in which the vater that passes through the
reactor is maintained at such a pressure as to
allow it to boil directly in the reactor pressure
vessel and form high-pressure steam that flows
through a turbine, which in turn powers a
generator that produces electric power. PWRs are
LWRs in which water is circulated under er.ough
pressure to prevent it from boiling while serving
as a heat transfer medium for the uranium fuel.
The heated water is then used to produce steam
in a secondary loop steam generator that drives
the turbines.
LWR fuel is made of uranium dioxide pellets
typically contained within 14-ft tubes or rods of
stainless steel or zirconium alloy.
A fuel
assembly contains froa 39 to 289 rods for EWRs and
PWRs, respectively.
Each rod (BWR or PWR)
contains approximately 2 to 3 kg of uranium (U235 enriched between 1 and 4X) . Present-day E"-R
fuel assemblies typically contain 160 kg cf
uranium and PWR assemblies can contain up to 500
kg. In general, the core of a BWR contains more
assemblies than the core of a PWR. Spent nuclear
fuel consists of these full assemblies after the
fuel has been used ("burned") in a nuclear
reactor tc produce heat for power. Following
use. the spent fuel is very radioactive and
ccntir.uts to produce siall amounts of heat.
Spent r.ujlear fuel must be shir-fed in heavily
shielded containers designed to survive severe
accident conditions without releasing the radioactive
contents. Present truck casks can carry between
1 (FWR) and 7 (EWR) assemblies and weigh 24 T O 40
tens. Rail casks currently in service can carry
between 7 (E-'-R) and 13 (ZVR) assemblies ar.d -eigh
approximately 70 tons. Future casks proposed fcr
shipping fuel to a permanent disposal site or an
KRS facility are expected to have greater
(".irncitv. Truck casks (Fig. 1) may contain 4

(PWR) to 9 (BWR) assemblies per cask. Rail casks
may accommodate 21 (PWR) to 52 (BWR) assemblies
per cask.
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Research reactor fuel, which differs substantially
from power reactor fuel, varies widely in form.
!J>
U concentration, and total uranium weight. The
weight of this type of fuel varies from a few
grams to a few hundred grams of uranium per
element (assembly) . or about 1/1000 the net
weight of a commercial spent fuel element. The
casks designed to move this fuel are commensurately
smaller and requite less complex design. Because
the quantity of fuel material is low. research
reactor fuel may be shipped before it is allowed
to cool significantly. In contrast, commercial
fuel must be cooled for a year or more to qualify
for shipment.
Because spent commercial and research reactor
fuels vary greatly in form, weight, and activity,
information for each type of fuel is presented
separately.
In the future, the vast majority of
spent fuel shipped will be generated by utilities
and shipped under NWPA provisions.
History of Shipments of Commercial Spent Fuel
This section provides an overview of domestic,
commercial spent nuclear fuel shipments that
have traversed U.S. highways or railways during
the past 25 years. Commercial shipments contain
fuel asssmblies discharged from a commercial.
NRC-licensed power reactor. Shipping of spent
fuel by an HRC licensee is accomplished according
to regulations published in Title 10. Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR) . In accordance with
the IJWPA. as anended, c c™..T.erc ial spent fuel
shipped by IZE will also be :fgu]ated by the J.'FC.
Classes of Commercial Spent Fuel Shipments
In the United States, commercial power r e a d e r
spent nuclear fuel has resulted f r c 3 the cp er,ui:n
of LVRs a.-.d gas-ccoltd reactcrs (JCRs). The L-R
is the principal reactcr type in c ci:.rr.e r c ia 1 u;e

in the United States. Until September 1989. only
one gas-cooled commercial power reactor was in
operaticn-the Fort St. Vrain reactor owned by
Colorado Public Service. The reactor is nou
permanently shut down. A small commercial GCRF
cooled reactor. Peach Bottom 1. owned by the
Philadelphia Electric Co. . discontinued operation
in the early 1970s.
Spent fuel from light-water reactors. The majority
of the spent fuel originates from the LWfis (94*
of the commercial spent fuel shipped and 59% of
the metric tons of uranium [MTU] s h i p p e d ) .
As
discussed previously. LWRs include PWRs and
BWRs.
PWRs discharge approximately 60 fuel
assemblies, whereas BWRs discharge about 175
assemblies once each year to year-and-a-half.
The first reactors built and put in service
were designed with the goal of recycling the
spent fuel in a commercial, closed fuel cycle.
(In a closed fuel cycle, unused uranium and all
the plutcnium produced would be returned for
reuse.) Once the fuel cycle was closed, the fuel
was to be shipped to a facility for reprocessing
(or recycling) 90 to 120 d after removal from the
reactor. As a consequence, fuel storage capacity
at each reactor was not designed to accommodate
long-term storage needs. However, in the United
States, reprocessing is no longer considered a
nuclear fuel cycle alternative.
T h u s , many
reactor operators have had to modify their
storage methods to better accommodate long-term
storage needs. More recently, reactors have been
built to accommodate the discharged fuel storage
requirements for many years into the future.
These reactors can typically store 20 or more
years of spent fuel discharges on-site.
Three commercial spent fuel reprocessing
plants were constructed in the United States: (1)
Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS). West Valley. Hew
York: (2) General Electric (GE) Nuclear Energy.
Morris.
Illinois:
and (3) Allied General
Nuclear Services. Earnwell, South Carolina.
Only NFS-West Valley was opened for fuel reprocessing.
In 1972. NFS was shut down for modification and
never restarted.
GS-Horris never reprocessed
spent nuclear fuel, but presently has in storage
close to 3.200 fuel assemblies. Allied General
Nuclear Services never reprocessed spent fuel or
accepted spent fuel for storage and is now
closed.
Most spent fuel casks in service in 19B9 were
originally designed to transport fuel to reprocessing
plants for recycling. Although these casks were
designed to ship spent fuel that had been cooled
for enly 30 to 120 d. c crr.rrer c ia 1 spent fuel
shipped tcjay typically ir.vclvts fuel that has
cooled for several years and is less radioactive.'
Host cf the recent commercial spent nuclear
f-.lei shi; -ti.ts have teen [srfcisei to return fuc-1
to the ger.'rating r e a d e r s frca l.'FS-Vest Valley,
to GE-Mcriis under contracts between General
Electric Company and utilities, or to provide
spent fuel to research facilities.

GE owned and operated the IF-100. IF-200. and
IF-300 casks and used these primarily to service
its Morris facility. The IF-100 and IF-200 casks
were removed from service by 1974. The IF-300
casks were sold: two are now owned by Pacific
Nuclear and th«^. rt"taaining two by Carolina Power
and Light Co. The HFS-100 and NFS-4 casks were
owned by NFS and used primarily to service the
West Valley facility. In addition to these casks,
casits manufactured by Huclear Assurance Corporation
and Trans Nuclear were used to ship spent nuclear
fuel to these facilities.

There are many differences between HTGRs and
LWRs. One important difference is that HTGRs use
helium gas instead of water as a coolant. The
only commercial HTGR in the United States is the
Fort St. Vrain reactor, owned by the Public
Service Company of Colorado, in Platteville.
This reactor was permanently shut down in the
Summer of 1989. Since 1980. there have been 722
assemblies containing 33.21 MTU shipped to the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (IHEL) for
long-term storage. All of these shipments have
been by truck using the FSV-1 cask.

Occasionally, spent fuel rods (a portion of a
fuel assembly) are shipped to a ccc^ercial
testing facility by fuel manufacturers for
research and development work. In the past, ir.any
of these LWR fuel rod shipments went to Battelle
Columbus Laboratories in Ohio or Babcock (• Wilccx
in Virginia. These shipments usually involve
only a part of an assembly (several fuel rods) and
occur only a few times a year.
Spent fuel from high-temperature gas-cooled
reactors. The other type of commercial, nuclearpower reactor used in the United States is the
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR).

A schedule for shipping the remaining fuel
assemblies from the Fort St. Vrain reactor has
not been established.
Statistical Summary of Shipments of Commercial
Spent Fuel
An overview of commercial spent fuel shipments
made since 1964 and their weight in MTUs by
mode of transportation is given in Table 1.
(This table does not cover shipments from Hallea.
Path Finder. Elk River. Fermi 1. Shippingport.
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and Peach Bottom 1 Reactors dus to the difficulty
of gathering information.) Almost 2.700 loaded
casks of commercial spent fuel were shipped from
1964 through 1989.
Based on the number of
shipments mad 3 during this period , 9 1 % uere truck
shipments. However, only 5 2 % of the MTU were
shipped by truck. Rail shipments. while accounting
for <?"l<ly 9% of the number of shipments, transported
nearly half of the spent fuel by weight because
of the larger load capacity of rail casks.

Robinson fuel to Brunswick (raid- to late 1970s);
and the movenent of contract fuel from Cooper and
Monticello to Morris Operation (mid- to iate
1980s).

Figure 2 shows the number of loaded casks and
fuel quantity (in HTt/s) shipped each year from
1964 through September 1939.
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FIGURE 2.COMMERCIAL FUEL SHIPMENT ACTIVITY.
1964 TO 1989. BY LOADED CASKS AND WEIGHT (MTU)
Although the greatest number of fuel assemblies
were moved in 1986 (see Table 1 ) . the greatest
number of cask shipments were moved in 1974 (Fig.
2).
For a combination of reasons (rail versus
truck shipments, fewer PV>'R and more EVR assemblies) .
assemblies shipped increased frora 346 in 1974 to
1027 in 19S6, while cask shipments decreased
from 224 in 1974 to 144 in 1986. In 1986. the
majority of assemblies were the EV,'R type shipped
by rail. If data from Fig.2 are separated for
truck and rail, a shift from small capacity casks
to casks carrying greater volumes is evident, for
example. d>:e to use of the TN-9 cask from 1984
through 1987. A trend toward larger rail shipment
volumes was also seen.
Figure 3 shows fuel quantity shifted by truck
and rail, by year. Greater vrjl..-.es of fuel wsr*
r.cved by truck during the early I ->7 Cs and e a i 1 y
1930s. Figure 4 shows the r.urr.ber cf cask loads by
truck and rail. The rail ir.cde shews three periods
of activity corresponding to startup of NFS-West
'.'alley (late 19 60s) : the r7v.-e.-e.--t of Dresden fuel
to ',',: r r i z Cperati_n ni.i ti-.:.5fer cf H. 5.

FIGURE 4 . TOTAL NUMBER OF LOADED CASKS EY
TRANSPORTATION MODE. 1964 TO 19S9. TRUCK AMD RAIL
Major shipping operations from 1983 through
1989. ranked by number of shipments (lasted by
facility and state) are:
• NFS-Vest Valley. NY to Point Beach. WI (114
shipments):
• Oconee. SC to McGuire. NC ( H I shipoenrs):
• GE-Morris. IL to Point Beach. WI
shipments);

(109

• NFS-West Valley. NY to the R.E. Ginna Fewer
Flant. NY (31 shipments): and
• Frit St. Vrain. CO to the ID Chenicsl
F recessing Plant (ICCP). ID (43ship~er.ts).
Rail shipments, not including the Three Hile
Island shifr-ents. were concentrated in Ill:r.;is.

Iowa. Minnesota. Nebraska, and Wisconsin. The
TMI shipments were from Pennsylvania to Idaho.
Figures 5 and 6 show these major campaign flows
from 1983 to 1989 by highway and rail, respectively.

Hew York: the additional commercial re-processing
at NFS-West Galley (1971-1974): storage at GEHorris, Illinois (mid-1970s); and the decommissioning
of NFS-West Valley (1984-1986) and GE-Horris
shipments(1984-1989) .
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FIGURE 7. COMPARISON OF CUMULATIVE NUMBER CF
ASSEMBLIES. CASK SHIPMENTS. AMD MTUs MOVED FCRH
COMMERCIAL REACTORS, 1964 TO 1989

Casks used to ship commercial Bpent fuel. Table
2 gives an overview of commercial casks used to
ship spent fuel from 1964 through September 19S9
and their current status.
A relatively small number of casks have been
fabricated to move commercial power reactcr
spent fuel. The IF-100. IF-200. NFS Hod el-100. M100. Vsndenburg. WECX-300. and KAC-l/KFS-4 have
been retired from service fcr this kind cf
paylcad. Gnly eight cororaercial cask models are
currently in service, including three rail casks
(IF-300. TN-BRP. and NUPAC-1253).
FIGURE 6. MAJOR COMMERCIAL SPENT FUEL
SHIPMENTS BY RAIL. 1983 TO 1989

Figure 7 depicts the nucber of shipments,
numbec cf reactors in service, r.ass in MTU. and
r.u::,ter cf asstrhlies shipped from 1964 to 1983.
Interesting trends are reflected in Figure 7.
For example, the cumulative amount of spent feel
shipped shows four periods cf major activity:
the reid-19£Cs. the late 6Cs and early 1970s, the
aid-19;:s. ar.d frcm 13S4 thrcjgh 1987. These
periods ccrrespcad with the startup of the I.'FSWest Valley reprocessing facility (1964-1966) in

Trans Nuclear has built two new specialpurpose casks: the TN-REG cask, a rail cask
designed to ship R.E. Ginna fuel from the NFSWest Valley facility to INEL, and the TH-SRP fcr
cr.e-tir.e jse in shipments freni West Valley to
II^EL. The 7!.'-5".P cask has recei-. •« 1 !.'RC app r; •• a 1 .
The TU-F.Z.G is awaiting approval. The Jjy?AC-1255
cask was designed for ship-.c-nts cf TMI cc:e
debris.
History of Shipnents of Research Reactor F'-'el
In ge:.eral . shipments of spent fuel discharged
from reactors used for research and test purposes
are in two rain groups:

TABLE 2. INVENTORY OF COMMERCIAL SPENT FUEL SHIPPING CASKS

Ca<.k

IF100
IF-200
IF-300
FSV.l'
NAC-1/NFS4"
NLl-l/2'
NUPAC-125B*
M-1CW
WECX-300
NFS Model-100"
TM-8
TN-9
Vandcnburg'
NACLWT*
TN-REG1
TN I1KI"

3
3
4
4

6
5
3
!
1
2
2
1
1
1

Cask
Weight
Ob.)

Year Put
fn S e n Ice

1 (PWR)
] (PWR)
7/18 (PWR/BWR)
6 (HTCR)
1/2 (PWR/BWR)
1/2 (PWR/BWR)
7 canisters

50.000
70.000
140.000
48,000
4S.000
48.000
160,000

1962
I960
1973
i960
1964
1975
1954

10 (PWR)
12 & 18 (PWR)
3 (PWR)
7 (DWR)

150,000
120,000
80.000
80.W0

1962
1968
1979
1979

1/2 (PWR/BWR)
45 (PWR)
SO (BWR)

48,000

1989

Transport

No, of
Casks

Cisk
Capacity

Mode

f.

^

LWT*
OWT*
Rail

LWT
LWT
LWT
Rail
Rail
Rail
Rail

OWT
O'.VT
Truck
! AT
Rail
Rail

LWT = Icgil-* eight truck.
OWT = overweight truck.
Not currently certified for LWR fuel.
Currently dedicated for foreign fuel research
reactor (metallic) shipment.
Certified for TM[ core dcbril.

(1) shipments from reactors used for educational
purposes and research at universities and other
educational institutions, and
(2) shipments from DOE reactors.
Historic data on research reactor spent fuel
shipments have not been documented as well as
commercial spent fuel shipment activity. This
section summarizes research fuel reactor shipments
from 1983 to August 1969. The weight (in MTU) of
fuel transported in these shipments vas estimated
using cask capacity information.
All research reactor fuel from universities,
research facilities, and DOE facilities from
1983 to 1989 was shipped by truck. During this
period. 236 shipments carrying a total of 20.29
HTU were made.
The largest number of research reactor fuel
shi-ments vas in 1986. The largest campaigns in
1966 v«r« from Erockhaven Haticr.al Laboratory
(r!JL) in E r ockha ven. 1,'ew j'ork. T O the Iiaho
C h e rr, i c a 1 Processing r 1 ar.t (ICF?) in Idaho: the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (CF.KL) High Flux
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) in Tennessee to the
Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuels (RBOF) at
Savarir.ah River in South Carolina; and the
F.cckvell International Reactor in Ca]ifot;.ia to
KiC.r. In 19S6. Pickvell International shif-jed
eleven 1JLI-1/2 casks loaded wiili Experimental
Breeder Reactor-2 (EER-2) fuel i •_ 'avar.nah River

Year Rttlred
From S e n Ice

1974
1972

19S4

-1974
-1974

1989

(
Datl not aviilkble for publication.
' Specific to 12 Big Point & 16 llumboldl Bay.
' Five cssli fabricated; one approved fur use it the time
of thii report.
1
Spcciil-use cuVs, not for general service.

by truck. Each cask contained 24 asserr.blies and
approximately 1,139 kg of uranium. The largest
quantity of fuel was also shipped in 1986. DOE
facilities in Idaho Falls (IHEL and ICPP) and the
RBOF in South Carolina were the majoc recipients.
Several universities have shipped to Savannah
River and to INEL. In 1989. IHEL received ten
shipments from universities in California.
Michigan, and Missouri.
Casks used to ship research reactor fuel. Casks
used to ship research reaches fuel include the
NLI-1/2. the HFIR. T-3. GE-700. and the T-2. The
HFIR cask vas the cask ocst frequently used . This
is attributable to large numbers of HFIR shipments
from Oak Ridge to Savannah River and Oak Ridge to
INEL. The HFIR cask was also used by other DOE
facilties. but this cask is no longer in use.
Restart of these shipments has been delayed
pending the certification of a new shipping cask.
ORHL used the GE-700 cask for shipments to
Savannah River in 1988 and 1989; however, these
shipments have been completed.
Motor carriers , Three :.c;cr carriers. Tri-State
Motor Tiansrort. Here Transportation, and HcGil
Specialiied Carriers, participated in the majority
of commercial shipping campaigns involving
trucks.
Over the 25 years addressed in this
report. Tri-State has mcve-J t!.e :.cs; sper.t fuel
chif.rr.ents by truck.
With the r-ajority cf
commercial shipments concentrated in a few large
campaigns, it is not surprising to find that the

majority of the truck shipments were carried out
by only three carriers. It should be noted that
spent fuel shipments are inherently dominated by
a select group of motor carriers because few
carriers can afford to provide, or choose to
provide, the driver training, specialized equipment,
and communications operation needed to support
this limited market.
SHIFHENTS TO FUTURE WASTE MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES
Shipping spent fuel at the turn of the century
will differ considerably from the shipments
reported herein. One of the major differences
will be the age of the fuel. Future casks are
being designed to aove much older fuel (fuel that
has been cooled for 10 years) and will have almost
three times the capacity of the present generation
of casks. With the exception of the HUPAC-125B,
which is only certified for core debris, only
nine commercial cask nodels currently in service
are certified for the shipment of spent nuclear
fuel; four of these are rail cask models.
Cask design activity is currently focusing on
"from-reactor" casks that will constitute a
major part of the first cask fleet used to
transport spent fuel under provisions of the
NWPA. It is expected that other designs will be
developed that will meet anticipated shipping
needs over the life cycle of the program. It is
estimated that truck and tail shipments will
constitute the majority of these spent fuel
shipments. Contractors are developing cask
designs to support this effort.
Babcock & Wilcox is developing the BR-100 cask
for rail and barge shipments. The cask design
calls for lead shielding and a borated, concrete
neutron shield. The cask will accommodate 21 PWR
spent fuel assemblies or 52 BWR assemblies.
General Atomics Corporation is developing the
GA-4 and GA-9 spent fuel shipping casks for
legal-veight truck shipments. Both will utilize
depleted uranium in theic shielding. The two
casks are being designed to accommodate both PVR
and BWR commercial reactor fuel. The GA-4 will
accommodate four PVR spent fuel assemblies: the
GA-9 will contain nine BWR assemblies.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation initiated
studies, under a limited scope, on the Titan
spent fuel shipping cask for legal-veight truck
shipments. The design will utilize depleted
uranium for the cylindrical cask and a titanium
alloy is planned foe the structural material. The
cask is capable of carrying three PWR or seven
BWR spent fuel assemblies.
l.'uclear Assurance Corporation is developing,
also under a limited scope, the KAC-CTC spent
fuel shipping cask for rail and barge shipments.
Depleted uranium will provide s' ' lding. and a
wedge-lock closure mechanism • . 1.. secure the
cask lid.

All casks are being designed to make the best
possible use of current technology and. to the
extent practicable, minimize the number of
shipments needed. To provide for the safety of
the public, all designs will comply fully with
the most recent NRC regulations.
CONCLUSION
The information in this paper covers shipments
of spent nuclear fuel in the United States
through September 1989. A more comprehensive
presentation of this material is being prepared
for DOE's OCRWM. This report will be updated
periodically to keep abreast of changes.
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